
A vanity line that offers porcelain or glass drawer fronts held 

within distinctive matte black drawer frames and can be 

matched with countertops in the same material or in solid-

surface. Drawer fronts may also be in 36 matte or glossy 

lacquered colors to match glass top colors or in 12 wood and 1 

cement laminate colors. Countertops are also available in solid-

surface.

Class vanities  

two-drawer sink cabinet and side cabinet with 960 nativo naturale laminate drawer 

fronts and white solid-surface countertop, matching tall storage cabinets
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Class vanities

312 stone grey finish porcelain drawer fronts and matching 

porcelain countertop (below and lower left)

310 bianco statuario finish porcelain drawer front and 

matching porcelain countertop (above and left)
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 Class vanities

967 rovere caffe' laminate drawer fronts and white solid-surface countertop

088 bianco venere matte finish glass 

drawer fronts and 258 milk glass (solid white all 

through the glass) countertop 

960 nativo naturale laminate finish 

drawer and door fronts and solid-

surface countertop 
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 Class vanities

069 ocean glossy glass drawer fronts and matching glass countertop

clear smoke glass drawer fronts with 067 

matte manhattan lacquered sides and glass 

countertop (below)

311 nero marquinia finish porcelain countertop 

and matching side cabinet offset beneath the 

top (bottom and to the right)
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Lacquered and Glass finishes- 36 colors finish codes:  MT  (matte) , GL  (glossy)          color codes:    use numeric codes below

 (finishes for both lacquered (drawer fronts and sides) and glass (drawer fronts and tops, glass cannot be used on cabinet sides)

    Cabinet Laminate finishes finish code: LAM (laminate)          color codes: use numeric codes below

 (drawer fronts and sides, laminate cannot be used on tops)

Drawer front and Top porcelain finishes finish code:   POR     color codes: use numeric codes below

 (porcelain cannot be used on cabinet sides)

Basin -       LV943

                See color chips for better color representation

Class vanities

Solid-Surface Tops 

finishes/colors

latte (white)

sabbia terra tortorasavana grigio petra

polvere

verde acidosolemadarino mare

platino

mirto oceangrigio londrazaffiromanhattan

bistro

grafite anthracite nero (black)cenere

fiore di melo

fuoco vivorosso oriente

bronzo

oropiombogrigio 

metalizatto

grigio cemento

ponentemetropoli

bianco venere

ametista imperoprovenza

51.5 cm (20-1/4")  (min top size-60 cm (23-5/8")

Glass basin choices-  VA002                                                             VA005  

30 cm

(11-7/8")

50 cm (19-5/8")  (min top size-60 cm (23-5/8")

31.5 cm

(12-3/8")

31 cm

(12-1/4")

52 cm (20-1/2")  (min top size-60 cm (23-5/8")

Top codes:           GLS      (1/2" THICK)

Top codes:            POR.75      (3/4" thick)

                             POR5.5      (5-1/2" thick)

Top codes:         SS0.5      (1/2" thick)

                             SS5.5      (5-1/2" thick)

Finish codes :  MT (matte ) or GL (glossy white)

(CONCRETE)

fume' (smoke grey clear glass)

258   milk glass
solid white all through

the glass (matte only)
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